In the current paper, the fabrication process of a novel proposed hemispherical polysilicon shell standing on a hemispherical silicon cavity is demonstrated. This micro-fabrication process combines both bulk and surface micromachining, which include the isotropic wet etching, a novel mask design, the thick photo resist coating and exposure, and high-aspect-ratio curved sacrificial technique. In isotropic wet etching of a hemispherical cavity, the optimal concentration of etchant is experimentally determined along with adequate ultrasonic vibration during wet etching to produce the circle-like of hemispherical cavity. The conventional alignment mark, which will be destroyed during the rather long isotropic wet etching process, is replaced by a novel mask design with the second alignment mark.
INTRODUCTION
The micromachining techniques of micro electronic mechanical system (MEMS) are based on IC fabrication, and divided mainly into the surface micromachining and the bulk micromachining. All shapes of the microstructure are limited by surface micromachining and anisotropic of techniques. These techniques can not fabricate the structure of circular shape which can reduce the stresses concentration. The isotropic wet etching is able to fabricate the circular shape and this technique is demonstrated to produce a hemispherical shell here, standing on silicon-cavity, by combining both bulk and surface micromachining. Furthermore, this shell stands on silicon-cavity is a curvilinear structure with three dimensional microstructure. Wise, et al. employed bulk micromachining techniques, including isotropic wet etching, deposition and oxidation, to fabricate free-standing hemispherical shells in 1981 1, 2 . However, the method proposed can make the shell itself only, and can not fabricate a shell standing on the substrate.
The hemispherical cavity of silicon was fabricated using isotropic wet etching and has been extensively investigated. Schwartz . The concentration of three chemical solutions was showed as a triangular form and was able to react with monocrystalline silicon non-directionally.
Peterson was offered the different behavior between isotropic etching and anisotropic etching in 1982 4 . The adequate agitation to form an ideal isotropic etching otherwise the plate shape at the bottom of substrate has been demonstrated.
In 1996, Schwesinger proposed there were three parameters, i.e. etching rate, activated energies, and surface profile may influence the results during isotropic wet etching 5, 6 . However, the detailed process parameters were not mentioned in their papers, which would need further investigation.
Here the fabrication process of a novel hemispherical shell standing on a hemispherical cavity is proposed and combine with isotropic wet etching, thick photo resist coating/exposure, and high-aspect-ratio curved sacrificial releasing techniques. The thickness of polysilicon shell, minimal diameter of silicon cavity, and the gap between shell and cavity are 2µm, 255µm, and 2µm, respectively. The error of diameter of silicon cavity is small than 2.0%.
PROCESSES
The following figures are the fabrication processes and make a hemispherical polysilicon shell standing on the hemispherical cavity using three masks.
The 4" silicon wafer using (100), P-type washed by RCA clean process. The 4000 Å thickness of Si 3 N 4 layer as protecting material during isotropic wet etching had deposited using lower pressure chemical vapor deposition method (LPCVD) on double side of surface silicon wafer. The Si 3 N 4 layer was fabricated as opening/compensating hole by Mask#1. During isotropic wet etching, the hemispherical cavity fabricated and showed in Figure 1 Here the detailed processes are discussing how to fabricate the hemispherical polysilicon shell standing on the hemispherical cavity as follows.
Isotropic wet etching
In order to check if the etched hemispherical cavity is ideal circle-like, it is best shown the top view and cross-section view of the cavity. Although the Schwesinger provided an opinion that it's difficult to make an ideal isotropic behavior etchant according to his experiments, but Wise had provided a very good-looking free-standing hemispherical shell in 1981. It's interesting to discuss with the method of isotropic wet etching in detail.
The behavior of isotropic wet etching is shown schematically in Poly 0.3µm silicon substrate according to the same chemical reaction regardless of the direction. Finally, the hemispherical-like profile will be fabricated for a long time (>t2) and the maximal length rate of the hemispherical profile are quarter arcs.
Therefore, the diameter-size of opening hole in the Si 3 N 4 layer will affect the profile of cavity and must be considered. In experimental result, the reacting rate on horizontal direction is usually slow than vertical direction during isotropic wet etching but the opening hole also resolves this problem. Here the opening hole is also called compensating hole. Furthermore, the dish will be formed when the diameter-size of compensating hole is opened largely. Figure 3 illustrates the non-expecting result by the larger compensating hole for shorter time (3 min.) with isotropic wet etching. The experimental results also show that the etching rate of the perpendicular to the surface of substrate is usually larger than the parallel to one but the compensating hole of protection layer will also to resolve this problem. Assume the etching rate fixed in all the wet etching process and In Figure 8 shows that if value of φ is fixed and u/v is decreased, the value of D will be increase and if the value Proc. SPIE Vol. 4592 518 of u/v is increased or φ is decreased, the value of D will be decrease. The larger value of D has a limitation to avoid forming a dish shape, as shown in Figure 3 . Moreover, a lot of bubbles surround the masking hole when the D is small enough. Those bubbles will cover the masking hole and resist the fresh chemical etchant to react from the outer hole to silicon substrate. The ultrasonic method can improve it. The experimental result shows that the etching rate of v is larger when the size of D is larger during the same isotropic etchant. The chromium/gold, thermally grown Oxide, and the LPCVD Nitride layers are able to use a protecting layer when the HNA etchant react with the silicon substrate. Because the limitation of our equipments, it's difficult to deposit the Cr/Au layers as a protecting mask. In fact, the anti-reacting rate of the nitride layer is better than oxide, especially the rich nitride layer in the experimental result. Unfortunately, the thickness is another consideration during isotropic wet etching because the nitride layer is reacted, too. The ultrasonic vibration will reduce the strength of anti-reaction rate.
( a) ( b) Figure 11 . The destroyed mask during the rather long isotropic wet etching process. (a)A un-like mask using rich nitride layer; (b)A destroyed mask using oxide layer as protecting layer. Figure 12 . A novel mask design aligned with a circular shape of cavity and patterned to photo resist.
Thick photo-resist coating and exposure
The depth of hemispherical cavity is larger than 100µm, which fabricated by isotropic wet etching for 60 min.
long. Therefore the profile of surface is not a plate and two problem needed to be resolved. One is the photo resist coating and it's difficult to use the conventional photo resist (FH6400L) to coat onto the profile of hemispherical cavity.
The exposure with larger gap (depth: 100µm) using contact printing is another one. Figure 13(a) illustrates the resist, which is stacked and surrounded the cavity, and it's look non-uniformly to cover in the profile near the corner. Although, the cavity coating uniformly when the FH6400L added thinner solution and the viscosity of it reduced to cause a broken area near the corner of cavity, as shown in Figure 13(b) . Even the optimal coating parameter used, it still has sheet broken near the corner of cavity, as shown in Figure 13(c) . Because the limitation with equipments, using the other material to replace FH6400L is the suitable method. The thick photo resist, AZ4620, has a 7-8µm high after spin coated on the surface of substrate and the viscosity of it is larger than FH6400L in experimental result. Figure 13(d) illustrates the polysilicon coated, exposed, and developed by AZ4620 well. 
A novel alignment mark design
During the reaction of HNA etchant, the non-circular of first masking pattern is became a circular shape or even broken. These masks can not be aligned in the next step and shown in Figure 11 (a) and (b). Here is a method to solve this problem that pattern a first alignment mark before the photo resist layer coating and one extra mask needed. A novel mask design of alignment mark used to replace the conventional alignment mark, the second mask aligned with circular shape of cavity. The target-like shape aligned with the circular shape of cavity and patterned, as shown in Figure 12 .
Another problem is the exposure with a higher depth of hemispherical cavity. The thick photo resist is stacked on the bottom of cavity and has a larger gap between light source and photo resist. This is a limitation of the contact printing equipment. The three methods of exposure during lithography process are projecting printing, proximate printing, and contact printing. The first of two methods are suitability for the larger gap exposure, which is larger than 100µm. Furthermore, the method of contact printing is the only one choice in our laboratory and is used to expose photo resist with larger gap, 100µm. There have no quantification data of experiment to explain the process of exposure with larger gap but the energy of light source, wavelength, distant of gap, the diameter of mask hole, and repeatedly expose must be considerate. Figure 14 illustrates the upholder of PSG under the cavity hole after developed. 
High-aspect-ratio curved sacrificial layer etching
It's difficult to release PSG by hydrofluoric etchant. Furthermore, the deposition of PSG will usually be the thin layer surrounding the corner and initial PSG released on the corner difficultly. Another is the curved aspect ratio of PSG larger than 75:1, which 2µm thickness and larger than 150µm arc length. Here are the two steps to solve. The first step uses concentrated HF etchant to react with the thinner PSG and the second step uses dilute HF etchant to react with PSG until it released.
Thick photo resist PSG 2µm thickness of hemispherical shell 2µm gap of hemispherical shell
After releasing sacrificial layer, the hemispherical shell will stand on the bottom of cavity, as shown in Figure 15 .
It's difficult to take a side-picture viewpoint and the top of shell is no swung and moved when needle is force it. Figure   16 illustrates the demonstration and the hemispherical shell stands on the silicon cavity, finally. 
CONCLUSION
The experimental results show the hemispherical shell of polysilicon is fabricated successfully and is standing on the hemispherical cavity, where the diameters of cavities ranged from 255 to 320mm with the deviations of 1.5 to 1.9%.
The suspending gap and the thickness of hemispherical shell of polysilicon are both 2µm. In the fabrication processes, there are some factors to make great improvement of forming the hemispherical shell well. For the isotropic wet etching, the larger diameter of masking hole will reduce the hemispherical profile for short time of wet etching but the ultrasonic method can improve it. After long time of wet etching, all the factors affecting the results of hemispherical cavity will be reduced. The conventional alignment mark, which will be destroyed during the rather long isotropic wet etching process, is replaced by a novel mask design with the second alignment mark.
The thick photo resist, AZ4620, can cover in the larger profile completely although the precision reduced. During the repeatable process of the exposure and development, the upholder has fabricated. After patterning the second polysilicon layer, two steps with different concentration of HF etchant are used to release the high-aspect-ratio curved sacrificial layer. Finally, the hemispherical shell stands on cavity successfully.
The proposed processing techniques are particularly useful to make microstructures for hemispherical or other new geometrical shapes.
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